
All images Â© Barbara Franc, shared with permisisonLondon-based artist Barbara Franc (previously) upcycles materials that otherwise would be tossed into the recycling bin to create a quirky menagerie of metal
creatures. Composed with scraps and copper wire, the lively sculptures generally are indicative of movement: owls lift a talon mid-waddle, two cats peer over their shoulders with surprised expressions, and a squirrel
appears ready to scurry off.The diversity of Franc&#8217;s creatures mimic the breadth of materials utilized. She often begins by creating a wire-netting form before attaching the found objectsâ€”which include a
combination of windscreen wipers, dog leads, keys, cupboard handles, cutlery, biscuit tins, old spanners, metal clips, costume jewelry, and clock and watch piecesâ€”that she sources from yard sales, thrift shops,
builder&#8217;s dumpsters, and along the roadside as she walks. When attached to the body, logo-printed scraps form a bushy tail and chess pieces create ruffled chest feathers.Franc notes that she creates to celebrate
other species rather than out ofÂ sentimentality. It is more about a very positive feeling of respect for the huge diversity of life on our wonderful planet and the knowledge that Life itself will always be there. Animals just
symbolize that for me in an uncomplicated and direct approach as there is no human element to confuse the issue, she says.Purchase one of Franc&#8217;s animalistic sculptures from her shop, and follow her latest
recycled pieces on Instagram.&nbsp;Image via Wrath of GnonLiterally translating to platform cedar, daisugi is a 14th- or 15th-century technique that offers an efficient, sustainable, and visually stunning approach to
forestry.Â The method originated in Kyoto and involves pruning the branches of Kitayama cedar so that the remaining shoots grow straight upward from a platform. Rather than harvesting the entire tree for lumber, loggers
can fell just the upper portions, leaving the base and root structure intact.Although daisugi mostly is used in gardens or bonsai today, it originally was developed to combat a seedling shortage when the demand for taruki,
a type of impeccably straight and knot-free lumber, was high. Because the upper shoots of Kitayama cedar can be felled every 20 years, which is far sooner than with other methods, the technique grew in popularity.To
see daisugi up close, watch this video chronicling pruning, felling, and transplanting processes. (via Kottke)&nbsp;Courtesy of H.Tanaka/ShutterstockImage via Komori ZouenA scroll depicting daisugi by Housen
Higashihara, courtesy of the auction house&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by iszkt2g (@iszkt2g) on Jul 10, 2016 at 6:05am PDT&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by iszkt2g
(@iszkt2g) on Oct 15, 2017 at 6:03am PDTPeruvian Inca tern. All images Â© Tim Flach, shared with permissionFrom an Egyptian vulture with wispy feathers to a cockatoo with a vibrant fanned crest, Tim Flachâ€™s
expressive portraits convey the subtleties and bold features of birds around the globe. The London-based photographer (previously) focuses on endangered and vulnerable species throughout his work, which includes a
range of animal portraiture. I am also interested in the perceptual divide between sentient beings. There is a sense of awe and wonderment and there is always an uncertainty about what will reveal itself on set. I like to
encourage thoughts about how we see each other, he says in a statement.Flach&#8217;s avian portraits, in particular, are shot to reveal human-like qualities, collapsing the differences between species. He compares the
black-feathered head of the long-tailed broadbill to a fighter pilot&#8217;s helmet and the mustachioed Peruvian Inca tern to an iconic artist. This for me, is the Salvador Dali of the bird world, he writes on Instagram,
noting that the longer mustache indicates a stronger immune system, making the bird more attractive as a mate.To explore more of Flach&#8217;s striking photographs, check out the five books he&#8217;s published, in
addition to hisÂ Instagram, where he shares his portraits and idiosyncratic details about the avian subjects.&nbsp;CockatooVultrurine guineafowlToco toucanEgyptian vultureLong-tailed broadbillBlue Throated MacawAll
photos Â© JosÃ© Manuel Castro LÃ³pez.Spanish artist JosÃ© Manuel Castro LÃ³pez (previously) transforms nondescript chunks of granite and quartz into squished and dough-like objects, as if each object morphed
from solid to liquid and back again in the sculptor&#8217;s capable hands. LÃ³pez seems to delight in convincing the viewer that he works with stone as if it were clay. Lately, he&#8217;s begun to introduce additional
objects that seem to stitch, clamp, or stretch the stones in various ways. While the pieces are obviously not as complex as a Bernini or Michelangelo, they do function as unusual and often humorous studies of various
stone carving techniques. You can explore a steady stream of work old and new on his Facebook timeline. (via My Modern Met)&nbsp;Felicia Murray, â€œOur Dying Reefs,â€• felted COVID mask, 2020. All photos
shared with permission.There is perhaps no symbol more representative of contemporary life than the humble face mask. A simple health device crucial to saving millions of lives around the world from a deadly COVID-19
pandemic spread by invisible airborne pathogens, and yet an object thatâ€™s been quixotically politicized at the callous expense of humanity for the gain of an elite few. A new exhibition at the University of Denverâ€™s
Vicki Myhren Gallery approaches the lighter side of face coverings: the ancient tradition of masks as self-expression.Arranged on mannequins lining the gallery space, more than 40 artists present interpretations of
protective face wear in MASK, currently on view by appointment through December 1, 2020. The collection of whimsical, grotesque, quirky, and beautiful masks are medically non-functional but guaranteed to provoke a
reaction through their novel construction. Several designs mimic natural filtration systems like foliage or a coral reef, while others use repurposed objects like zippers or pipes to create wholly unusual face
sculptures.â€œThrough this project, we hope to call attention to the significance and signification of masking as an issue of public health and demonstration of civic responsibility,â€• the gallery shares in a statement.
â€œAs the selected artists show, masking is also a mode of outward self-expression and opportunity for creativity. In turns utilitarian and fantastical, the wearable artworks shown demonstrate how makers and thinkers
are engaging with the pandemic and applying their skills and individual styles to a newly important medium.â€•As part of the exhibition, Vicki Myhren Gallery has partnered with Denverâ€™s RedLine Contemporary Art
Center to fabricate free masks for distribution for those in need. (via Hyperallergic)&nbsp;Scottie Burgess, â€œMask for Our Unseen Smilesâ€• (2020)Serge Clottey, â€œMask for Our Timesâ€• (2020) (photo by Nii
Odzenma)Elizabeth Morisette, â€œBeakâ€• (2020)Liz Sexton, Porcupinefish, 2020.Freyja Sewell, â€œFoodâ€• from Key Worker Series (2020)Matt Harris, â€œHopeâ€• (2020); Cristina Rodo, Covidus, wet and
needle-felted wool, 2020. Photo courtesy Emma Hunt.Kate Marling, â€œClassical Sculpture Maskâ€• (2020)&nbsp;ï»¿Embedded in the architecture of a new Lidl store in Dublin is a glass floor that allows shoppers to
peer down into medieval history. During the supermarket&#8217;s construction, archaeologists discovered a 1,000-year-old home of Hiberno-Norse Dubliners, who were ancestors to the Vikings, in addition to a
13th-century wine jug and the below-stage trap of the former Aungier Street Theatre. Rather than excavate the items and build on top of the site, covering the ruins, the store installed glass flooring that provides shoppers
with a literal window into local history. (via Twisted Sifter)&nbsp;Oviedo, Spain. All images Â© Manolo Mesa, shared with permissionSpanish street artist Manolo Mesa merges public and private spheres through
large-scale murals that highlight simple domestic objects. The multiple-story artworks depict traditional dining scenes, from an elegant porcelain tea set to a lone jug with swirling flourishes to another vessel resting on a
saucer.To complete a recent tableau in Oviedo, Spain, for Parees Fest, Mesa explored the history of an abandoned pottery factory in San Claudio. Event organizers gathered tableware from local residents, a collection
that informed the shapes and exterior motifs of his work.Â I was able to see all the evolution of this earthenware in the houses of Oviedo. I found postwar pieces, which were inherited and preserved with great affection by
collectors. We saw (the) tableware of a lifetime from the middle of the century, he writes on Instagram. Showcasing a delicate collection of vessels, the resulting mural explores an otherwise hidden facet of local
history.Find Mesa on Instagram to view some works-in-progress and follow his ceramic-centric projects.&nbsp;All images Â© Cat Rabbit, shared with permissionWorking out of her studio in Melbourne, textile artist Cat
Rabbit (previously) felts a quirky troupe of characters complete with distinctive garb and accessories. A croissant-headed figure dons a striped skirt and floral hat, Pomeranians carry pin cushions on their backs, and four
swaggering poodles outfitted with roller skates appear ready to compete in the rink.Some of the anthropomorphized creatures are particularly personal to the artist, like the blanket-enshrouded toad (shown below) that was
inspired by a friend&#8217;s love for the children&#8217;s series, Frog and Toad. Similarly, the George Eliot-esque pug is a nod to writer Zadie Smith and her pup, Maud, who Cat Rabbit met last year. I presented it to
her when I went up to get my book signed. She was amazing and kind, and when the writer next to her at the table asked me, â€™so what is it that you do, actually?â€™ Zadie immediately said, &#8216;this,
obviously.&#8217; Being validated by your hero! I was on a cloud for months, she says.Shop eccentric characters, prints, and wearables on Cat Rabbit&#8217;s site, and follow her work on Instagram.&nbsp;Dendrite
(2019), Q-tips and plaster. All images Â© Jessica Drenk, courtesy of Galleri Urbane, shared with permissionMontana-born artist Jessica Drenk (previously) employs simple materials, like shopping flyers and standard No.
2 pencils, to create organic sculptures that are chaotic and arresting explorations of the substances themselves. Bundled Q-tips spread across a site-specific installation like the roots of a tree, a carved section of plywood
reveals concentric patterns, and strips of junk mail are plastered together in long waves.While Drenk&#8217;s latest series, titled Transmutations, is diverse and ranges from wall pieces to cavernous sculptures, each
artwork explores materiality and how disparate shapes and textures combine to create forms that are new both physically and conceptually. The artist explains in a statement:In treating everyday objects as raw material to
sculpt, I practice a form of conceptual alchemy: through physically manipulating these objects their meanings become transmuted. Each piece is a direct response to materialâ€”a subversion of the meanings associated
with it, and a reference to the life cycle of objects through time.If you&#8217;re in Dallas, Transmutations is on view at Galleri Urbane through October 31. Otherwise, follow Drenk&#8217;s textural works on Artsy, and
watch an interview with the artist at her studio below.&nbsp;Contour 3 (2020), carved plywood, 47 x 38 x 3 inchesImplement 68 (2020), pencils, 22 x 18 x 17 inchesCerebral Mapping (2020), books and wax, 132 x 80
inchesCompression 3 (2020), books, wax on wood panel, and wood frame, 44 x 38 x 2 inchesDendrite (2019), Q-tips and plasterTop: Aggregate 3 (2020), junk mail, 28 x 130 x 2.25 inches. Bottom: Aggregate 2 (2020),
junk mail and plaster, 20 x 78 x 2.5 inchesLeft: Circulation 18 (2020), books and wax, 31 x 29 x 1.5 inches. Right: Circulation 19 (2020), junk mail and cardboard, 36 x 36 x 1.5 inchesï»¿All images Â© Robert Peek, shared
with permissionRotterdam-based photographer Robert Peek creates ghostly photographic stills of botanical forms that wouldnâ€™t look out of place on Miss Havishamâ€™s festering dining room table. On first inspection,
Peekâ€™s work resembles paintings with smoke dripping from the flowersâ€™ petals and leaves. Colors are drawn out and enhanced, while other hues are shrouded in the white veil. With his perception-bending
methodology, close-ups of lavender and thistle heads are transformed into mythical
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